Jellyfish nerve nets provide insight into the origins of nervous systems, as both their taxonomic 9 position and their evolutionary age imply that jellyfish resemble some of the earliest 10 neuron-bearing, actively-swimming animals. Here we develop the first neuronal network model for 11 the nerve nets of jellyfish. Specifically, we focus on the moon jelly Aurelia aurita and the control of 12 its energy-efficient swimming motion. The proposed single neuron model disentangles the 13 contributions of different currents to a spike. The network model identifies factors ensuring 14 non-pathological activity and suggests an optimization for the transmission of signals. After 15 modeling the jellyfish's muscle system and its bell in a hydrodynamic environment, we explore the 16 swimming elicited by neural activity. We find that different delays between nerve net activations 17 lead to well-controlled, differently directed movements. Our model bridges the scales from single 18 neurons to behavior, allowing for a comprehensive understanding of jellyfish neural control.
Introduction 21
Modeling Jellyfish 22 Understanding how neural activity leads to behavior in animals is a central goal in neuroscience. 23 Since jellyfish are anatomically relatively simple animals with a limited behavioral repertoire (Albert, 24 2011), modeling their nervous system opens up the possibility to achieve this goal. 25 Cnidarians (in particular jellyfish) and ctenophores (comb jellies) are the only non-bilaterian 26 animal phyla with neurons. While their phylogenetic position is still not entirely resolved, evidence 27 suggests that cnidarians are our most distant relatives with homologous neurons and muscles 28 (Steinmetz et al., 2012; Marlow and Arendt, 2014; Moroz and Kohn, 2016). Well-preserved fossils 29 of medusozoa from the Cambrian (Cartwright et al., 2007) and evidence for medusoid forms from 30 the Ediacaran (Van Iten et al., 2006) indicate that jellyfish are evolutionary old. These findings and 31 their anatomical simplicity suggest that they are similar to the earliest neuron-bearing, actively 32 swimming animals. Their study should therefore yield insight into the earliest nervous systems and 33 behaviors. 34 The present study focuses on the neuro-muscular control of the swimming motion in a true 35 (scyphozoan) jellyfish in the medusa stage of development. Specifically, incorporating available 36 experimental observations and measurements, we develop a bottom-up multi-scale computational 37 model of the nerve nets, the muscle system and the bell of the moon jelly Aurelia aurita. Using 38 fluid-structure hydrodynamics simulations, we then explore how the nervous system generates 39 and shapes different swimming motions. 40 Before presenting our results, we review the current knowledge on the nervous systems of 41 jellyfish in the following introductory sections, also highlighting specific open questions that further rhopalia, small sensory structures of which there are usually eight distributed around the margin of 48 the bell (Nakanishi et al., 2009) . 49 Much of the current knowledge on the inner workings of these nerve nets, in particular con-50 cerning the control of the swimming muscles, was already formulated by George Romanes in the 51 19th century (Romanes, 1885) . During a swimming motion almost all the subumbrellar muscles 52 contract synchronously and push the jellyfish forward. In a series of cutting experiments, Romanes 53 destroyed and removed parts of the umbrella. He found that the contraction usually starts at one 54 of the rhopalia and propagates around almost arbitrary cuts in the subumbrella. Furthermore, 55 Romanes observed two different types of contraction waves: a fast, strong wave leading to the 56 regular swimming motion and a slower wave, at about half the speed, which was so weak that 57 one could hardly see it activate the swimming muscles. When a slow contraction wave originating 58 somewhere on the outer margin of the jellyfish umbrella reached a rhopalium, a fast excitation 59 wave emerged from that rhopalium after a short delay. 60 With advancing neurobiological methods, Romanes' observations were later verified and ex-61 panded (Passano, 1965; Satterlie, 2002) . This led to the identification of two different nerve nets, 62 the motor nerve net (MNN) and the diffuse nerve net (DNN), being responsible for the fast and slow 63 contraction wave, respectively. 64 The Motor Nerve Net 65 The motor nerve net extends over the subumbrella and consists of large neurons with usually 66 two neurites (Schäfer, 1878; Anderson and Schwab, 1981; Satterlie, 2002) . The neurons function in 67 basically the same manner as neurons with chemical synapses in higher animals (Anderson and 68 Schwab, 1983; Anderson, 1985) . 69 The MNN is throughconducting in the sense that if a small number of neurons is activated, a 70 wave of activation spreads over the entire network, leading to a series of neuronal discharges. The 71 conduction speed is between 45 cm/s and 1 m/s (Horridge, 1956; Passano, 1965) . The activation is 72 preserved even if large parts of the network are destroyed and generates Romanes' fast contracting 73 wave in the swimming muscles (Horridge, 1956) . 74 Spontaneous waves in the MNN are initiated by pacemakers in each of the rhopalia (Passano, 75 1965). After firing, the wave initiating pacemaker resets and the other ones reset due to the arriving 76 MNN activity. Horridge (1959) showed that sensory input modulates the pacemaker activity. This 77 may be one of the main mechanisms of sensory integration and creation of controlled motor output 78 in the jellyfish. 79 In studies that investigated the electrophysiology of the MNN in detail, remarkable features 80 have been observed. First, even though the synapses seem to be exclusively chemical they are 81 symmetrical, both morphologically and functionally. Both sides of the synaptic cleft have a similar 82 structure containing vesicles as well as receptors (Horridge and Mackay, 1962) . Electrical synapses 83 have not been found, neither through staining nor in electrophysiological experiments (Anderson 84 and Schwab, 1981; Anderson, 1985 ; Anderson and Spencer, 1989) . In particular, the neurites do 85 not differentiate into axon and dendrite. Anderson (1985) directly showed that the conduction is 86 bidirectional. Second, synapses are strong, usually creating an excitatory postsynaptic potential 87 (EPSC) that induces an action potential (AP) in the receiving neuron (Anderson, 1985) . This fits with 88 the observed robust throughconductance of the MNN found during in vivo cutting experiments 89 (Horridge, 1954b). However, it also raises the question why symmetrical synapses of such strength 90 do not lead to repetitive firing in (sub-)networks of neurons or even to epileptic dynamics.
91
The Diffuse Nerve Net 92 Historically, any neuron not associated with the MNN or the rhopalia was categorized into the 93 DNN, including the neurons in the manubrium and the tentacles (Horridge, 1956) . We adopt the 94 nomenclature of more recent studies, where the term DNN refers mostly to the throughconducting 95 nerve net of the ex-and subumbrella, which does not directly interact with the MNN (Arai, 1997). 96 Little is known about the DNN's small neurons and its synapses. The conduction speed of activity 97 waves (15 cm/s) along the subumbrella is smaller than in the MNN (Passano, 1973) . 98 Horridge (1956) was the first to suggest that innervation of the swimming muscles via the DNN 99 with its slower time scale may allow for a different activation pattern and thereby induce a turning 100 motion. This could be achieved by a simultaneous versus a successive arrival of MNN-and DNN-101 generated contraction waves on two sides of the animal. In Aurelia, however, no visible contraction 102 of the regular swimming muscles after DNN excitation was observed (Horridge, 1956 We develop a biophysically plausible scyphozoan neuron model on the level of abstraction of 121 Hodgkin-Huxley type single compartment models. These describe the actual voltage and current 122 dynamics well and there is sufficiently detailed electrophysiological data available to fit such a 123 model, obtained from Cyanea capillata (Anderson, 1989) . Furthermore, dynamical mechanisms 124 are not obscured by overly many variables and the models lend themselves to fast simulations of 125 medium size neural networks, with several thousands of neurons. 126 We incorporate the voltage-dependent transmembrane currents observed for scyphozoan 127 MNN neurons by Anderson (1987, 1989 ) and fit the model parameters to the voltage-clamp data 128 presented there (see Methods). The results of the fitting procedure are shown in Fig. 1 A. The 129 current traces of the biophysical model agree well with the measured ones, both qualitatively and 130 quantitatively, for the broad experimentally explored range of clamping from −20 mV to +90 mV 131 (step-size: 7.5 mV, resting potential: −70 mV). The remaining unknown features of the model are 132 the membrane capacitance and the synapse model. We choose them such that (i) the shape 133 of excitatory postsynaptic potentials resembles the experimentally found one (Anderson, 1985) , 134 (ii) the inflection point of an AP is close to 0 mV (Anderson and Schwab, 1983) and (iii) it takes 135 approximately 2.5 ms for an AP to reach peak amplitude after stimulation via an EPSC (see Fig. 1 B) 136 (Anderson, 1989) . 137 Action Potentials and Synapses 138 Our model generates APs similar to the ones observed experimentally by Anderson and Schwab 139 (1983) . It allows to quantitatively disentangle the contributions of the different transmembrane 140 channel populations, see Fig. 1 . Before an AP, the leak current dominates. After the voltage 141 surpasses the inflection point, the fast transient in-and outward currents generate the voltage spike. 142 During the spike the steady-state outward current activates and stays active during repolarization. 143 The slow outward current does not activate, since it requires depolarizations beyond +55 mV 144 (Anderson, 1989) . (Anderson, 1989 ) that was used to fit its current parameters. The model follows the experimentally found traces. (B) Membrane voltage of a neuron that is stimulated by a synaptic EPSC at time zero. The model neuron generates an action potential similar in shape to experimentally observed ones. (C) The disentangled transmembrane currents during an action potential.
As experimentally observed in scyphozoan MNN neurons (Anderson, 1985) , our model EPSCs 146 have fast initial rise, initially fast and subsequently slow decay and a single EPSC suffices to evoke an 147 AP in a resting neuron (Anderson, 1985) . Furthermore, we incorporate the experimentally observed 148 synaptic rectification: the synaptic current influx decays to zero when the voltage approaches APs. However, experiments in two-neuron systems do not observe such repetitive firing but only 161 bumps of depolarization after a spike (Anderson, 1985) . This is likely due to the long refractory 162 period of scyphozoan neurons, which is initially absolute for about 30 ms and thereafter relative 163 for about 70 ms Anderson and Schwab (1983) . In agreement with experimental findings, we do The abscissa displays the time differences between its peak and the onset of the second EPSC. The ordinate displays the highest voltage reached after the end of the first spike, defined as reaching 0 mV from above. A plotted value of 0 mV means that the neuron did not exceed 0 mV after its first spike.
To determine the refractory period effective under arrival of synaptic inputs, we apply two 171 EPSCs with increasing temporal distance (see Fig. 2 C) . We find a refractory period of about 20 ms. bidirectionality, point (i) above. We assume that it takes a neuron one time step to generate an AP; 199 its postsynaptic neurons that are resting generate an AP in the next time step, see point (ii). After 200 an AP, a neuron is refractory for at least one time step and thereafter becomes resting, ensuring (iii). 201 More formally speaking, each vertex can be in one of three states in any time step: resting, firing, 202 refractory. The state dynamics obey the following rules: 203 1. If a vertex is firing at time step , every connected, resting vertex will fire at +1 . 204 2. If a vertex is firing at , it will be refractory at +1 . 205 3. If a vertex is refractory at , it will be resting at +1 . 206 If in such a graph a number of vertices fires at 0 while the other vertices are resting (initial 207 stimulation), every vertex will subsequently fire exactly once: Obviously any vertex will be firing 208 at , where is the minimum of the shortest path lengths to any of the vertices firing at 0 . Further, 209 if a vertex is firing at , where = + , there must be a vertex firing at time with a path 210 from to with path length . We will now assume that a vertex is not only firing at but also 211 at ′ and show that this is impossible as it leads to a contradiction: We have ′ > since is by 212 definition the first time that fires after the initial stimulation. Since the vertex is refractory at +1 213 and resting at +2 , even ′ > + 2 holds. Let ′ = + where > 2. This implies that at a vertex 214 must be firing, with a path between and of length , along which the firing spreads from 215 towards . There is, however, also a chain of firing traveling along this path from to . If is even • Near the rhopalia, most neurites run radially with respect to the jellyfish center.
241
• Near the outer bell margin and between two rhopalia, most neurites follow the edge of the 242 bell.
243
• Closer to the center of the subumbrella there is no obvious preferred direction. 244 To incorporate these observations, we draw the neurite directions from distributions whose mean 245 and variance depend appropriately on neuron position. Specifically, we use von Mises distributions 246 for the angle, which are a mathematically simple approximation of the wrapped normal distribution 247 around a circle (Mardia and Jupp, 1999). 248 The neurite orientation structure may emerge due to ontogenetic factors: In the complex 249 life cycle of scyphozoans, juvenile jellyfish start to swim actively during the ephyra stage. In this 250 stage the jellyfish has some visual similarity to a starfish, with a disc in the center containing the 251 manubrium, and eight (or more) arms, one per rhopalium, extending from it. The motor nerve net 252 is already present in the ephyra and extends into its arms (Nakanishi et al., 2009 ). As the jellyfish 253 matures, the arms grow in width until they fuse together to form the bell. MNN neurites simply 254 following the directions of growth would thus generate a pattern as described above: Neurites 255 in the center disc may not have a growth direction or constraints to follow, therefore there is no 256 preferred direction. When the ephyral arms grow out, neurites following the direction of growth run 257 radially. Also the geometric constraints allow only for this direction. Neurons that develop in new 258 tissue as the arms grow in width to form the bell, orient circularly, following the direction of growth. swimming movement, the motion is highly symmetrical. As a result, the jellyfish hardly turns within 314 a stroke. 315 We can qualitatively compare the simulated swimming motion to that of real jellyfish by consid-316 ering the formation of vortex rings. Earlier research suggests that the formation of two vortex rings 317 pushes oblate jellyfish, such as Aurelia, forward (Dabiri et al., 2005; Gemmell et al., 2013, 2015) . In 318 a 2D cross section, a vortex ring is reflected by a vortex pair with opposing spin. We find indeed 319 that two such vortex pairs are shed off near the bell margin (see Fig. 6 ). The first pair is shed off 320 during the contraction and the second one during the relaxation. The second pair slips under the 321 jellyfish bell, which provides additional forward push (Gemmell et al., 2013) . 
Influence of Network Size 333
To quantify the effects of MNN size on swimming, we evaluate travel distances and changes in 334 orientation, see Fig. 8 . We find that the typical total distance traveled by individual jellyfish increases 335 with network size (Fig. 8 A,B) , while the variance and thus the typical distance traveled sideways 336 and the typical angular movement decrease ( Fig. 8 A,C Finally, we investigate whether the contraction of the bell margin due to DNN activity can lead to 350 a turning mechanism similar to the one described by Gemmell et al. (2015) . In this study, radial 351 muscles in the bell margin were found to contract on the inside of a turn, which was hypothesized Fig. 9 . Because the jellyfish has to displace more water on this side, the contraction is slowed down. 358 Due to the different conduction speeds of MNN and DNN, the circular muscles on the other side 359 contract before the radial muscles. The stroke is therefore similar to that during straight swimming, 360 leads to a stronger contraction and turns the jellyfish towards the origin of the activation wave.
361
The displayed dynamics are similar to those experimentally observed in Aurelia by Gemmell 362 et al. (2015) . In particular, the jellyfish turns towards the side of initial contraction and the bell 363 margin on the inside of the turn is contracted while the opposing one extends outwards. The 364 margin bending in our model appears stronger than in Gemmell et al. (2015) . Further, the delay 365 between the onsets of contraction on the initiating and the opposing sides is shorter in our model. 366 Such dissimilarities may be brought into agreement by more detailed DNN and bell modeling in 3D 367 hydrodynamic environments. 368 Relative Timing of MNN and DNN Activation 369 Passano (1965, 1973) found that after externally stimulating the DNN, the MNN becomes active 370 after a significant delay. We therefore study the impact of different delays between DNN and MNN 371 activation on the turning behavior, see Fig. 10 A. For small delays the jellyfish turns towards the 372 origin of the stimulation, like for zero delay (Fig. 9) et al. (2015) . As the delay increases, the jellyfish turns less. At a certain delay the turning direction 374 changes, and the jellyfish turns more and more into the opposite direction. For even larger delays 375 the jellyfish again turns less and there is eventually another change of direction. The points of first 376 direction change and maximum opposite turning depend on the speed of the DNN signal ( Fig. 10 B) . 377 The first change of turning direction occurs because for sufficiently large delay between DNN 378 and MNN the radial muscles on the side of wave initiation are already relaxing when the swimming 379 muscles contract, see Fig. 11 . On the opposing side the activity of the radial muscles then coincides 380 with the contraction of the swimming muscles. Therefore the same mechanism that causes the 381 turn towards the initiating rhopalium for simultaneous DNN and MNN activation lets the jellyfish 382 now turn to the other side. This, although both DNN and MNN are activated by the same rhopalium. 383 The most negative angular movement occurs at a delay that is about the conduction delay of the 384 MNN shorter than the time it takes the DNN to conduct a signal around the bell; compare the 385 delays at minima in Fig. 10 A with the corresponding DNN conduction delays in Fig. 10 This previously undescribed mechanism may explain how a jellyfish is able to avoid undesired 389 stimuli. After it is, for example, mechanically stimulated somewhere on its bell, the corresponding 390 DNN excitation spreads and reaches the rhopalium closest to the origin of the stimulus. If the MNN 391 would then fire immediately, the jellyfish would turn towards the stimulus. Our simulation together 392 with the experiments by Passano (1965, 1973) let us hypothesize that the pacemaker at the rhopalia 393 may rather fire after an appropriate delay, generated by a yet unknown mechanism. This would 394 allow the jellyfish to flee if necessary. to explore which parameter values are crucial for its functioning in the future. 408 We develop the idea of synaptic transmitter reflux as a natural consequence of the bidirectional 409 synapses connecting MNN neurons (Anderson, 1985) . Our model indicates that the synaptic reflux 410 generates a pecularity of the scyphozoan AP shape, namely a delayed decay or small voltage bump 411 immediately after the return from peak AP depolarization, which is visible in experimental data 412 (Anderson, 1985) . Later voltage bumps occur since postsynaptic APs evoke EPSCs in the presynaptic 413 neuron ( Fig. 2 A, B, Anderson (1985) , Anderson and Schwab (1983) the sense that their waves require fewer synaptic transmitter releases to reach the same delay. The 428 experimentally found biological features of the network structure thus provide a partial optimization 429 compared to homogeneous random networks. We suggest that the structure may emerge in a 430 simple manner as the neurites follow the directions of growth and geometric constraints during 431 ontogenesis. 432 Our model suggests two estimates of the unknown number of neurons in a scyphozoan MNN. 433 The first one is purely geometrical, based on our network structure and the average distance of 434 synapses on neurites measured by Anderson (1985) . The second one accounts for the network , 1954a; Anderson, 1985) . 441 The obtained neuron numbers are within the range found for other cnidarians: hydrozoans and 442 cubozoans have approximately 5,000 to 20,000 neurons (Bode et al., 1973; David, 1973; Garm et al. , 443 2007). 444 To connect neural activity to behavior, we develop a model for that turning reduces with increasing propagation speed. We observe this as well when increasing 469 the number of neurons in the MNN, which increases the propagation speed of its activation and 470 the induced muscle contraction wave. A larger MNN also increases the distance traveled after each 471 stroke, enhancing the swimming speed. 472 We find that the details of the muscle dynamics are not crucial for the effective swimming 473 motion, since the contraction of the swimming muscles is explosive and does not result from the 474 application of continuous tension (see recordings by Gemmell et al. (2013) ). Therefore, our model 475 produces a swimming motion that appears realistic for a wide variety of parameters, with the 476 restrictions discussed above. 477 Based on experimental findings (Gemmell et al., 2015) , we incorporate radial muscles in the 478 margin of our jellyfish model. They are activated by the DNN. If the DNN and the MNN are initiated 479 at the same time by a rhopalium, they evoke a simultaneous contraction of the nearby bell margin 480 and radial swimming muscles. Similar to the experimental observations, we find that this turns the 481 jellyfish towards the initiation site (Gemmell et al., 2015) . Such voluntary turning is large compared 482 to involuntary turning during straight swimming strokes for the estimated number of MNN neurons. 483 After mechanical stimulation the DNN generates a wave of activation, which in turn initiates 484 an MNN wave at the closest rhopalium (Horridge, 1956) . A turn towards this rhopalium and thus 485 towards the site of stimulation may often be undesired. Our simulations indicate that appropriate 486 delays between MNN and DNN activation induce turns away from the stimulation site. Strongest 487 such turns occur for delays that let both excitation waves reach the opposite side at the same 488 time. We hypothesize that the rhopalia generate appropriate delays and allow the jellyfish to avoid 489 predators or crashing into obstacles (Albert, 2008) . This previously unknown level of control may We use the voltage-clamp and action potential data of Anderson (1989, 1985) to develop a biophys-518 ical single compartment model of a scyphozoan neuron. The model describes the dynamics of 519 the neuron's membrane potential and its transmembrane currents. Following Anderson (1989), 520 we incorporate a transient inward current ( I ) and three outward currents: a steady-state outward 521 current ( SS ) and a slow and a fast transient outward current ( ST and FT , respectively). Furthermore, 522 we include a passive leak current ( L ). The membrane voltage thus follows the ordinary differential 523 equation 524
where is the membrane capacitance and syn the synaptic input current (see next section). The currents are modeled with a Hodgkin-Huxley type gate model (Izhikevich, 2007) . The steady-state current has a single gating variable ; exponentiation with a suitable exponent yields the probability that an individual channel is open. Transient currents have two gating variables, one for activation and one for inactivation. For these currents, the probability that an individual channel is open is given by the product of the two gating variables after exponentiation with suitable exponents. The transmembrane currents are thus given by 
The voltage dependence of its steady-state value ∞ is given by a logistic function with slope-factor 529 and half-maximal voltage 1∕2 , 530
and the voltage dependence of its time constant is given by a Gaussian,
(5) 532 Here base is the base value of , amp specifies its maximum at = max and is the width of 533 the Gaussian. 534 To fit the models for the transmembrane currents (Eq. (2)), we extract data points from the has similar features as reported in Anderson (1985) . Concretely, we set = 1 pF to ensure that (i) 541 the inflection point of an action potential is close to 0 mV and (ii) it takes about 2.5 ms for an EPSP 542 to generate an action potential, with the synaptic parameters detailed in the next section. This fits 543 well with the capacity of a deaxonized spherical soma of diameter 5 − 10 µm (Anderson, 1985) and 544 a specific capacitance of 1 µF/cm 2 (Gentet et al., 2000) . 545 Synapse Model 
Here, is the current's reversal potential, the fraction of fast decay and Θ ( ) the Heaviside theta Motor Nerve Net 558 To capture the spatial properties of the nerve nets we model the spatial geometry of MNN neurons 559 as line segments of length 5mm and assume that the soma is in their center (see Fig. 12 B) . Two somata are embedded in an annulus with an outer radius of 2 cm and an inner radius of 0.5 cm (gray hatched), leaving the margin and the manubrium region void. We assume that the circular swimming muscles (thick red) form discrete sections of concentric circles around the manubrium. The centers of these sections are aligned with the positions of the rhopalia. The DNN is distributed over the annulus between manubrium and margin and the margin with width 0.25 cm (blue hatched). For the hydrodynamics simulations, we use a cross section of the jellyfish as indicated by the dashed line. (B) We model the spatial geometry of MNN neurites as line segments (rods) and assume that the soma is in their center (discs). Two neurons are synaptically connected if their neurites overlap. The transmission delay is a function of the distances between the somata and the intersection of their line segments (Eq. (8)). 566 We assume that neurons in the MNN are randomly placed on the subumbrellar surface. The 
Diffuse Nerve Net

578
We model the DNN similarly to the MNN, since little is known about it. In particular, we assume the 579 same channel dynamics for DNN as for MNN neurons. There are, however, three main differences 580 between the network models: First, the DNN extends into the bell margin (Passano and Passano, 581 1971), which we take into account by increasing the maximum distance of the neurons from the 582 center of the bell by 0.25 cm (blue hatched area in Fig. 12 ). Second, we set the overall length of 583 DNN neurons to 2 mm, in agreement with experimental observations (Passano and Passano, 1971) . 584 Third, due to lack of data we assume random uniformly distributed neurite orientations. 
We choose the rise and relaxation time parameters and such that the muscle activity duration 592 is in the range of a variety of jellyfish species (see Satterlie (2015), Tab. 2).
593
The force exerted by an activated muscle depends on its instantaneous extension. This effect 594 prevents pathological muscle contraction by limiting the range of muscle activity. To incorporate 595 the dependence, we adopt a simple model for force-length relationships (Battista et al., 2015) , 596 assuming that the maximal force that a muscle fiber ∈ {1, … , 64} of length can exert, is 597 given by
Here, is the optimal length, the maximal force, which is generated at length , and S is a 599 muscle-specific constant. is set to the length of the resting muscle. For simplicity, we do not 600 include a force-velocity dependence in our model. 601 In summary, the force of a muscle fiber with length at time is in our model
where 0 , 1 … , are the spike times of the MNN neurons innervating muscle . We choose the constant such that
after simulating the nerve net activity. Hence, the muscle strength lies between 0 and Norm after 602 an excitation wave has passed through the MNN. All muscles are normalized in the same way, such 603 that the relative strength between them stays constant independent of the number of neurons and 604 the conduction speed. 605 The circular muscles of Aurelia aurita are modeled as blocks of eight muscle units ordered 606 radially in the area of each rhopalium. In total, we thus have 64 muscles (see Fig. 12 A) . We assume 607 that a neuron is connected to one of those muscles if its somatic position lies in the area covered 608 by the muscle. 609 The radial muscles in the bell margin are modeled in the same manner as the circular ones. 610 They are separated into eight blocks in the bell margin (see Fig. 12 A) and are innervated by DNN 611 neurons in the same way as the circular muscles are innervated by MNN neurons. Their activity is 612 also governed by Eq. (10)-(12) and they are also normalized in the same manner, independently of 613 the circular muscles.
614
Simulation of the Swimming Motion
615
The Immersed Boundary Method 616 To model the swimming behavior of the jellyfish we use the Immersed Boundary (IB) method 617 (Peskin, 1972 (Peskin, , 2002 . It was originally formulated to study flow patterns surrounding heart valves 618 and has since been used for systems with intermediate Reynolds numbers,
of 10 −1 to 10 3 . Here, and are the density and the viscosity of the surrounding fluid and and 620 are the characteristic velocity and length of the problem (Battista et al., 2017b) . In our simulations 621 we set the maximal Reynolds number to approximately 250 by adjusting the viscosity of the fluid. 622 This is in the range of Reynolds numbers calculated for swimming oblate Medusozoans (Colin and 623 Costello, 2002) and yields a stable swimming motion in 2D simulations (Herschlag and Miller, 2011) . 624 We use the IB2D package by (Eq. (14) ). The vertices in the exumbrella (top row) are placed at a distance ℎ( ) (Eq. (15)) perpendicular to the curve traced by the bottom vertices. The circular muscles (red lines), which contract the bell, create a force (Eq. (12)) towards the imaginary center line of the jellyfish. No circular muscles are present at the center of the bell and the bell margin. 630 We define the relaxed shape of the subumbrella cross section with length 2 by a series of 631 vertices tracing a curve, on each half of the jellyfish. Specifically, the vertices are placed at constant 632 distances ∕ from one another; the negative angle ( ) between horizontal line and connection 633 of th and + 1th vertex (see Fig. 15 ) decreases on the right hand side half with = 0, ..., 
Here, (usually ∕2) is the angle between the current orientation (center line) of the jellyfish and 635 the horizontal line. The exponents 1 and 2 characterize the jellyfish's curvatures: the higher their 636 values, the more oblate the jellyfish. , a number between 0 and 1, characterizes the contribution of 637 
